
HISTORY OF PUNISHMENT

Beheading is another ancient method of punishment. Beheading with a sword or an axe may have been more merciful
than hanging but that was not always the.

His arms were tied or nailed to it and the crosspiece was tied or nailed to a pole. It was hard and very boring
work. In the 20th century, the cane was used in both primary and secondary schools. The Infanticide Act of
made the murder of a newborn baby by its mother a separate offence from murder and one which was not a
capital crime. There are two distinct sides in the debate over whether the death penalty is an unjust
punishment. Drowning Although drowning is an obvious method of killing people it was seldom used as a
method of execution. Death could take days although sometimes it was hastened by breaking the person's legs.
Many prisoners died of typhus, which was called goal fever. In Britain, the death penalty for murder was
abolished for an experimental period of 5 years in  However, the American Revolution of brought that to an
end. Bentley was posthumously pardoned in  Death was eventually caused by asphyxiation as it became more
and more difficult to breathe. In the 20th century, the leather strap was used in some English schools. The
store manager is then on the screen describing that he is offering to donate the food to her so that she does not
have to spend time in jail or get into any more trouble. In England, beheading was normally reserved for the
high-born. In the Dutch navy keelhauling meant dropping a man into the sea then hauling him under the keel
of the ship with a rope. According to Seiter, Beccaria suggested that the purpose of punishment is utility or the
prevention of crime. The executions of John Christie and Derek Bentley in , to name but two, were pivotal.
But even inmates in prisons where conditions are sanitary must still face the numbing boredom and emptiness
of prison lifeâ€”a vast desert of wasted days in which little in the way of meaningful activity is possible.
Whipping Whipping has been a common punishment since ancient times. Hulks were abolished in  In the
seventh century A. Besides educating people regarding what is not acceptable behavior, it serves the dual
function of preventing vigilante justice by acknowledging public anger, while concurrently deterring future
criminal activity by stigmatizing the offender. Cane Until the late 20th century teachers were allowed to hit
children. These criminologists argue that the use of statistics to gauge the efficiency of crime fighting methods
are a danger of creating a reward hack that makes the least efficient criminal justice systems appear to be best
at fighting crime, and that the appearance of deterrence being ineffective may be an example of this. Read
more:. Mutilation Mutilation included blinding, cutting off hands, ears, and noses or cutting out the tongue.
Nevertheless the great Greek philosopher Socrates was forced to commit suicide by drinking hemlock. Crank
The crank was a handle that convicts had to turn again and again. Capital punishment has a complicated
history, both worldwide and particularly in the United States. It will also discuss the Pennsylvania system and
the Auburn system and how they compare. A metal collar, which was secured to a wall with a chain, was
fastened around the criminal's neck. Electric Chair In the late 19th century it occurred to people that electricity
could be used to kill. In the 18th century in Britain women found guilty of murdering their husbands were
burned. However in early 19th century textile mills in Britain lazy children sometimes had their heads ducked
in a container of water. Different societies have formed various methods and standards for evaluating crime
and assigning corresponding punishment. Jesus was flogged before he was crucified. Sometimes the hanged
man broke his neck when he fell but until the 19th century he was usually strangled by the rope.


